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NEW QUESTION: 1
HOTSPOT
Match the industry terminology with its functionality.
Answer:
Explanation:

Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
An attacker needs to perform reconnaissance on a target system
to help gain access to it. The system has weak passwords, no
encryption on the VPN links, and software bugs on the system's
applications. Which vulnerability allows the attacker to see
the passwords being transmitted in clear text?
A. weak passwords for authentication
B. improper file security
C. unencrypted links for traffic
D. software bugs on applications
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
https://www.cisco.com/ELearning/bulk/public/celc/CRS/media/targ
ets/resources_mod07/7_3_5_improving_secu

NEW QUESTION: 3
A company has removed the VDC from the replication group and is
no longer able to add it back. What is the cause of this issue?
A. The VDC cannot be added back to the existing replication
group: a new replication group must be created for the VDC
B. Removing the VDC from the replication group initiates
failover processing for permanent failures
C. The same VDC can be added back to the replication group; but
only before failover processing is completed successfully
D. The same cannot be added back to the replication group; it
must be given another name
Answer: D
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